An effective software design tool is proposed for solving active noise control problems associated with constraints in which the complex strength and location of the secondary source of an active noise control system in an enclosed space are simultaneously optimized. The boundary element method is adopted to evaluate the sound field in enclosures. Furthermore, the boundary used could be of pressure, velocity, or impedance; in addition, the primary source may be at an arbitrary position. An optimizer based on sequential quadratic programming is selected for its accuracy, efficiency, and reliability. Bounds for design variables and proper constraints on the sound field and secondary source can be specified as required. The powerfulness of the proposed tool is demonstrated by optimizing an active control system for an enclosure. For a rectangular cavity, the optimal location of the secondary source is confirmed by observed simulations as always forming a dipole with the primary source situated at off-resonance excitations and subsequently approaching a mirror image position of the primary source at resonance excitations. The optimal location of the controller is found to change with varied upper bounds of the strength of the secondary source. These findings show a discrepancy from those reported in previous researches based on an unconstrained formulation. Sensitivity analysis at the optimum is also included to provide information of practical concern for implementing optimized active noise control systems.
INTRODUCTION
In enclosed spaces, although excellent noise control performance is attainable by passive means, such as using sound-absorbing materials, the cost becomes high and performance is significantly degraded when the acoustic wavelengths of the noise source are comparable in size with the dimensions of the enclosure, especially below Schroeder frequency.
• Active noise control (ANC), on the other hand, is most effective in noise reduction in the relatively low-frequency range. Physically, ANC is the canceling of a sound wave by adding a phase-inversed sound wave. Methods of active noise attenuation primarily fall into two categoriesmreduction of the noise level in a specified region or direction 2 and reduction of total noise power. 3 The history of and recent advances in ANC are reviewed in the excellent survey papers of Warnaka, 4 Leitch and Tokhi, 5 and Stevens and Ahuja. 6 Previous studies of optimization of ANC TM in an enclosed space or exterior free space have formulated an unconstrained problem, where the optimal solutions can be analytically derived from either optimality or KuhnTucker conditions. • However, economic factors also require consideration for practical application in the design of ANC systems in enclosures--in addition to engineering requirements, e.g., input voltage and space allowance for installation of a secondary source. Therefore, the problem of designing ANC systems in cavities via a constrained optimization model may be worthwhile. 12 Similar work on actuator placement with constraints by Clark and Fuller 13 is a suitable example for active structural acoustic control (ASAC). Once the constraints are introduced, the strategy and scheme for solving the constrained optimization problem may be relatively different from those techniques applied toward solving the unconstrained problem.
Modal summation, the finite element method (FEM), and the boundary element method (BEM) have been employed in simulating the sound field for enclosed spaces and all these methods are satisfactory predictors. The BEM can handle various kinds of boundary properties more easily than other methods, in addition to having advantages over the FEM in acoustic applications. TM Hence, in the present study the BEM is utilized in this study for evaluating the sound field in enclosures. A design tool that integrates the numerical acoustical analysis of BEM with an optimizer based on sequential quadratic programming (SQP) is proposed in this paper for optimizing the design of ANC systems in enclosed spaces. The complex strength (magnitude and phase) of the secondary source has normally been obtained in previous studies via the fixed position. In the present study, however, both the complex strength and location of the secondary source are simultaneously considered in the optimization formulation, which is apparently a more realistic approach to the design of ANC systems in enclosures. where n e, ne, and ns are the number of elements, primary sources, and secondary sources, respectively; Bj is the jth boundary element; and b i represents the ith node. Boundary conditions in terms of impedance may also be modeled via this method. For a locally reacting boundary, the specific acoustic impedance at b i is given by 22
A system of ne equations for the ne unknown a's is obtained by writing Eqs. (5), (6) , and/or (7) for each element according to the given boundary conditions. Thus the ge. neral matrix form for the equations of the system can be compactly written as
A•r-•-P•bo-•-S•bs--a,
where a contains the values of the boundary conditions, and A, P, and S can be derived from Eqs. (5), (6), or (7) according to the given boundary conditions. Once the fictitious source a is solved, Eqs. (5) and (6) are again utilized in finding the acoustic pressure and particle velocity of domain points to be interested, in which the variable of boundary points bi is replaced by domain points di.
II. CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION MODEL
The general mathematical model for the nonlinear single-objective constrained optimization problem considered here is of the following form.
Find a set of design variables x-(x•,x2,...,Xn) that minimizes an objective function
subject to the constraints hi(x) =0, i= 1,2,...,neql,
gj (x) < 0, j = 1,2,...,niq l, 
where nfp is the number of field points to be evaluated.
Two strategies--local and global control--can be applied where necessary. Local control implies that only a few field points of the cavity are utilized in reducing the noise level, e.g., in an automobile cabin the region near the driver's and passengers' heads is of major concern. Global control, on the other hand, is characterized by an attenuation of the noise level throughout the cavity. Each of these strategies employs an acoustic secondary source, which, for practical purposes, would typically be loudspeakers. The primary source of sound is assumed to have a harmonic waveform and can be positioned anywhere in the cavity; in addition, the secondary source can be driven at the same frequency. The position and strength of the secondary source are varied for minimizing the objective function, which is implemented in this paper by the total acoustic potential energy of the control volume. The objective function for various control strategies can always be formulated 
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All engineering systems are designed to perfore within a given set of constraints, which includes limitations on resources, material failure, response of the system, and member sizes. Two ,types of constraints are introduced in this paper•design bounds and inequality constraints. Possible choices for each type of constraint are described below.
Bounds on design variables
The bounds are Xi•Xi•Xu, i=l,2,...,ns,
Yl<Yi<Yu, i= 1,2,...,ns,
zl<zi<Zu , i= 1,2 .... ,ns,
qbi<qbi<qbu, i= 1,2,...,ns,
O•,<O•<Ou, i= 1,2,...,ns,
where the subscripts I and u indicate the lower and upper bound of the design variables, respectively.
Inequality constraints
The secondary source clearly has the possibility of approaching the position of the primary source, that is, if no constraint is imposed on the relative location of the primary and secondary sources. This should be avoided in light of practical concerns. Also, for multiple control sources the spaces between the control sources must be reserved for convenient installation. Constraints of Eqs. (21 ) and (22), which express the permissible spaces for installing the ANC system, are therefore required from an engineering prospective: i= 1,2,...,np and j= 1,2 .... ,ns, Step 2 The penalty parameter R is chosen by the compromise between the constraint correction and the algorithm efficiency. The procedure applied here functions quite effectively.
Step 5.
Step If k=0, let H © be an identity matrix I.
Step Z New iteration: Set k=k+ 1, update the design as XCk+•)=XCk)+akAXCk), and go to Step 2.
A certain number of numerical experiences are required in implementing the scheme in terms of robustness and efficiency, despite the fact that the SQP algorithm is apparently well defined. Refer to the research of Tseng and Arora •7 for details. All the elements of the constrained optimization model defined in this paper are incorporated into an architectural framework for the proposed design tool, as exhibited in Fig. 3 . The communication between the BEM acoustical analysis and the SQP optimization during the solution procedure is illustrated in this architectural framework.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION
The active noise controllers often attempt canceling out a group of related or nonrelated harmonics during practical application by employing the same set of control sources positioned at the same locations in the cavity. Only a single harmonic line is considered in this study since this is sufficient for demonstrating the advantages afforded with the proposed optimization. In linear acoustics, however, the principle of superposition can be applied to compute the sound field. This sound field then is further utilized in forming the defined objective function and in optimizing both complex strengths and positions for the control of several harmonic lines in the proposed optimization procedure. This procedure is simply implemented by adding an iterative loop in the sound field computation module of boundary element analysis (in the right side of Fig. 3) . Also, in practical applications the primary source is often outside the cavity (e.g., engine in a car or propellers in an aircraft). In coping with these applications, the appropriate analytical or measuring tool should be utilized first to investigate the impact of outside sources on the boundaries of the cavity (e.g., finding the equivalent primary sources distributed on the boundaries or inside the cavity). The BEM can accurately predict the acoustical field of the cavity if the characteristics of a boundary and/or the equivalent primary sources are well known. The primary sources are assumed here, for brevity's sake, as known and are positioned randomly anywhere in the cavity.
A geometrical configuration of a box type is most common for medium or small rooms. Consequently, the nu- (Fig. 8 ) and the effect of design variable on the objective (Table II) (iii) The sensitivity with respect to x at 57.2 Hz is significantly less than that at other frequencies. In this case, the objective function is apparently insensitive with respect to all design variables. However, which factor will dominate the design? The optimal location of the secondary source in this case can be postulated as being so close to the primary source that the former can still produce the proper approximated inversed acoustic field so as to attenuate the noise under a small variation of •Sx. This argument is supported by the observation that the inequality constraint, which defines the allowable distance between the primary and secondary sources, is active in this case. Further insight into the sensitivity on the constraint could be obtained by performing a parameter sensitivity analysis with respect to parameter •Sa, i.e., the inequality constraint is changed from g(x)<0 to g(x)<•Sa. The multiobjective optimization approach reported by Tseng and Lu 27 is suggested for further details regarding the sensitivity on •Sa.
A working instruction on the installation and operation of the active noise control system can be drawn on the basis of the optimal design along with the above sensitivity analysis so as to guide all of the implementations.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
An effective software design tool was proposed in this study for solving active noise control problems associated with constraints, in which the complex strength and location of the secondary source of an active noise control system in an enclosed space are simultaneously optimized. In light of practical considerations, the design of an active noise control system in an enclosure was formulated as a constrained optimization problem but not as an unconstrained one as proposed in previous research efforts. The approach presented above was found to be straightforward and versatile. The acoustic properties of the enclosure boundaries and the complex strength and location of the primary and secondary sources could easily be varied. The parameters assigned in the optimization scheme SQP proved effective in ensuring the scheme robust as it converges quickly (within a few iterations) for all the example cases. Convergence to a local minimum would also be guaranteed by this scheme for various initial designs. This constrained optimization model was applied toward designing ANC systems for a rectangular cavity through computer simulations. Results indicated the optimal location of the secondary source generally tends to form a dipole with the primary source at off-resonance excitations and approaches a mirror image position of the primary source at resonance excitations of the enclosure. Furthermore, the optimal location of the controller was observed to change for varied rates of output powers of the secondary source, which corresponds to the upper bound of the strength of the secondary source. The effect of a small variation in •Sx being crucial was confirmed by sensitivity analysis at the optimum, especially at lower resonant frequencies. Consequently, this effect could be related to the shape of sound field in this simple cavity.
